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BERKELEY, CA (UroToday.com) - Personalizing nutrition for disease prevention – minimizing the risk for
diseases such as prostate cancer by optimizing nutrient intake – remains one of the major challenges
that scientists and health professionals face today. Emerging data on the relationship between selenium
intake and human health point to a U-shaped dose-response, suggesting that more selenium is not
necessarily better. Now a recent study1, conducted by Chiang and co-workers at the Gerald P. Murphy
Cancer Foundation and featured by UroToday, sheds new light on the anti-cancer action of selenium in
the aging prostate that aligns with this new U-shaped thinking.
In the study published in Biofactors1, investigators used carefully controlled laboratory experiments to
show that selenium can trigger the preferential elimination of DNA-damaged prostatic cells. The work
introduces a potentially important perspective on the anti-cancer action of selenium that is independent
of its antioxidant protection. By documenting the ability of selenium to sweep away damaged cells – a
process termed “homeostatic housecleaning” – the new study builds upon a growing body of evidence
that the apparent anti-cancer benefit of selenium supplementation in humans and animals cannot be
explained solely by antioxidant protection, because it occurs at selenium levels at which seleniumdependent antioxidant enzymes are already maximized.
The evolving idea that selenium might act by sweeping away damaged prostatic cells rather than by
protecting cells from damage was set in motion by the results of a randomized feeding trial in dogs – the
only non-human species to frequently develop prostate cancer during aging. In that study2, dietary
selenium supplementation lowered DNA damage but increased apoptosis (cell suicide), leading to the
hypothesis that organic selenium might exert its cancer-preventive effect by selectively increasing
apoptosis in the most highly DNA-damaged cells. Following this line of reasoning, to achieve a
significant lowering of DNA damage level in surviving prostatic cells, selenium would have to
preferentially eliminate the most damaged cells, because a non-selective triggering of apoptosis would
not explain the overall DNA damage reduction. Dogs in the feeding trial with the lowest prostatic DNA
damage had selenium status which paralleled the selenium status of men who had reduced prostate
cancer risk in 2 large studies – the Nutritional Prevention of Cancer (NPC) Trial and the Health
Professionals Follow-Up Study3. This parallelism increased confidence that the in vivo observations

made in dogs could be highly relevant to human prostate cancer protection. The investigators then
moved into the cell culture laboratory, developing an in vitro model system in which DNA damage level
could be carefully controlled in both canine and human cells. Their results point to a new way in which
selenium might render an aging prostate more resistant to cancer.
But when it comes to identifying the optimal selenium dose for prostate cancer risk reduction, it is not
likely that more selenium will always be better. A recent meta-analysis of the dose-response between
selenium and prostate cancer risk in men showed a U-shaped relationship between toenail selenium
level and risk for prostate cancer4. Landing in the trough of the U – achieving mid-range selenium status
– is more desirable than being too low or too high. This stance is bolstered by the extensive review of
the scientific literature by Rayman5, who concluded: “The crucial factor that needs to be emphasized
with regard to the health effects of selenium is the inextricable U-shaped link with status; whereas
additional selenium intake may benefit people with low status, those with adequate-to-high status
might be affected adversely and should not take selenium supplements.” Moreover, the results of a
large prospective cohort in the Netherlands published earlier this year7 show men with toenail selenium
levels in this mid-range had a 63% reduction in risk of advanced prostate cancer compared to men with
low selenium – lending further support for the U-shaped thinking about selenium. And when careful
dose-specific analysis of data from dogs was performed, mid-range selenium status (0.67-0.92 ppm in
toenails) was associated with an 84% decreased likelihood of high prostatic DNA damage and the
highest cell suicide rate among cells in the aging prostate6. Taken together, the possibility that the
trough of the U-shaped selenium curve is precisely where the homeostatic housecleaning effect of
selenium demonstrated in the cell culture experiments is maximized offers a new, working explanation
for why more selenium is not always better.
One benefit of the new U-shaped thinking about selenium and cancer risk reduction is that it provides a
context of clarity for interpreting the disappointing results of SELECT. Great hope for developing
selenium as a practical approach for achieving prostate cancer risk reduction was invested in SELECT, the
largest-ever prostate cancer prevention trial8. But null findings in SELECT9 dashed earlier optimism
raised by Larry Clark’s landmark NPC trial and three decades of animal studies. When one considers the
relatively high selenium status of men in SELECT prior to the start of the study, U-shaped thinking
renders the null results of SELECT more expected than unexpected6. Prior to supplementation, the
average subject in SELECT already had mid-range selenium status (estimated 0.91 ppm in toenails).
These baseline levels were too high to expect that further selenium intake would lower prostate cancer
risk. This U-shaped thinking raises speculation as to whether careful analysis of those men in SELECT
with the lowest baseline selenium concentration might actually reveal that this subset of men achieved
prostate cancer risk reduction from daily selenium supplementation10. As stated by Geybels and
colleagues in their recent paper in the Journal of the National Cancer Institute: “It would, therefore, be
of great interest to see SELECT results stratified by baseline selenium level.”7
Inevitably, prostate cancer is the product of dysregulated homeostasis within the aging prostate. The
new research highlighted here lends further support to the notion that selenium may play an important
role in promoting prostatic homeostasis, thereby favoring cancer risk reduction. By guiding more
informed speculations and provoking new research questions, new findings such as these will continue
to shape the ongoing intellectual debate, deepening our understanding of selenium and prostate cancer.
As the research continues, men are looking for ways to optimize their selenium intake for disease

prevention. Measuring their selenium status and then titrating selenium levels to mid-range status
would seem to offer men a practical and informed approach, rather than blindly taking selenium
supplements and risking the downside of unnecessary oversupplementation
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